2022-23 M-GSD Car Rider Procedures
Our students’ safety continues to be our utmost concern. We have adapted our transportation procedures to
ensure our students enter the building safely and our car rider lines run efficiently. Please review the
procedures below. If you have specific questions, please contact your building assistant principal.
During AM arrivals Entrance 1 and Entrance 2 will be closed to traffic.
Elementary Car Rider only: (Map legend:
)Enter via Hadley Road at Entrance 4 at the North end of the
football field. Proceed South around the football field and turn left at the Transportation Lot. Continue South to the
elementary school. Car riders will exit right from the car rider line following the drive around the soccer field heading
North toward the Transportation Lot. Turn right at the Transportation Lot and proceed North around the football field
and exit at Entrance 4. A car rider placard issued from the Elementary Office must be properly displayed in the
vehicle to allow for pick up.
*Preschool: All parents with a preschool student will proceed to the last cone (east end of the sidewalk) in
the drop off line. The preschool staff will be there to assist your child in exiting the car and escorting the
student to the classroom.
HS / MS Car Rider AND Elementary Car Rider: (Map legend:
/
If you have a HS / MS car rider AND an
elementary car rider, you will enter the HS / MS Car rider line at Entrance 3 and proceed to the the HS Main Entrance
passing the front of the library, turning left to the HS Main Entrance. All cars should proceed into the main
semi-circular drive and unload at the main entrance. All MS and HS car riders will be dropped off at the HS Main
Entrance.
After HS/MS drop off proceed past the Administration Center to merge into the Elementary car rider line.
HS/MS ONLY Car Rider: (Map legend:
) Enter via Entrance 3 and proceed to the HS Main Entrance passing
in front of the library, turning left to the HS Main Entrance. All cars should proceed into the main semi-circular drive
and unload at the main entrance. All MS and HS car riders will be dropped off at the HS Main Entrance. To exit
the MS/HS car rider line proceed around the parking lot and exit at Entrance 3. Only car riders merging into the
elementary line will proceed past the Administration Center.
Reference the picture below for a detailed map of the district car rider procedures:

